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If one does the morally right thing only because doing so in is one's self-interest, then one's actions have no
moral worth. How about to pay rent or buy food? If you disagree with Epicurus, make sure that you say why.
The Republic - The Republic Term Paper examines an order placed on a piece of literature by Plato, the order
requires you to explain and defend your point of view. You must be wondering what makes philosophy papers
different from the rest of the writing tasks you receive at college. Who is the moral judge in these cases? If
you want to bring in additional material from outside the class readings, you may do so, but only if it
contributes to your argument. As one of the sources cited said, "Those who try to find substitutes for God not
only fail, and often bring down misery on themselves, they throw away something marvelous. Conscience -
Conscience research paper examines how this inner voice was used throughout history. Specifically discussed
are the teachings of Baruch Spinoza, B. Sophocles - Sophocles term papers discuss Athenian Democracy
through the plays of Oedipus and Antigone. Philosophy papers still revolve As always, you should explain
things clearly enough that somebody not already familiar with the class material, like your ignorant but
intelligent roommate, would understand what you're saying. Western Philosophy - Western philosophy
research papers discuss the beginning of western philosophy and the famous philosophers that supported this
philosophy. Kant would say that the actions of somebody who acts 'justly' because of a desire for happiness or
pleasure have 'no moral worth. Do all people need education? Bibliography lists 3 sources. Actual Idealism -
Actual idealism research papers examine the system of philosophy, developed by Giovanni Gentile, that
thought is all that truly exists and that the act of thinking is what defines reality. Can you think of situations
when lie is better? I'll be asking you to e-mail me the topic of your paper and your thesis statement by April 
Evaluate what both Kant and Epicurus would say. Philosophy research paper topics on The clarity of any
essay depends on the structure, and many young students wonder how to prepare a paper outline. Hedonism -
Hedonism research papers overview the school of thought which holds that the only intrinsic good is pleasure.
The writer is extremely critical of Kierkegaard's argument and makes a number of strong points to counter the
philosopher's reasoning. Philosophers - From Aristotle to Nietzsche or Plato to Augustine, Paper Masters
writes custom research papers on any philosopher you want. Papers to be published on the Ethics Web. Why is
it complicated to live a happy life? Introduction Background information defining terms and parameters The
primary reason why students should get enrolled in studying sociology 2nd reason why students should get
enrolled in studying sociology The final sound reason why should get enrolled in studying sociology
Conclusion How to Write an Introduction for a Philosophy Paper? Try making it reasonable. Helpful Links.
Essays from BookRags provide great ideas for Philosophy essays and paper topics like Philosophy  It
examines the theory and it relation to the body. What is the proper place of material goods and the pursuit of
material goods in the happy life? Realism - Realism research papers discuss a notion from the 20th century,
and the how it helps with politics. You can also focus on explaining the current moral code and finding the
reasons that prompted the creation of common moral rules. Transcendental Idealism - Transcendental idealism
research papers discuss the theory of German philosopher Immanuel Kant.


